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CARLESON MEASURES ON SPACES OF HOMOGENEOUS TYPE

STEVEN C GADBOIS AND WILLIAM T. SLEDD

Abstract. Let X be a space of homogeneous type in the sense of Coifman

and Weiss [CW2] and let X+ = X xR+ . A positive function F on X+ is said

to have horizontal bounded ratio (HBR) on X+ if there is a constant Af so

that F(x, t) < ApF(y, t) whenever p(x, y) < t. (By Harnack's inequality, a

well-known example is any positive harmonic function in the upper half plane.)

HBR is a rich class that is closed under a wide variety of operations and it

provides useful majorants for many classes of functions that are encountered

in harmonic analysis. We are able to prove theorems in spaces of homogeneous

type for functions in HBR which are analogous to the classical Carleson measure

theorems and to extend these results to the functions which they majorize. These

results may be applied to obtain generalizations of the original Carleson measure

theorem, and of results of Flett's which contain the Hardy-Littlewood theorems

on intermediate spaces of analytic functions. Hörmander's generalization of

Carleson's theorem is included and it is possible to extend those results to the

atomic Hp spaces of Coifman and Weiss.

1. Introduction

In the course of proving the corona theorem, Carleson [Car] characterized

those finite positive measures ß on the unit ball B\ in C1 such that

L/rV) P <c\\f\\m

for every function / in the Hardy space Hp (0 < p < oo), showing that this

holds if and only if ßS < C'(\ - s) for every set S of the form

S = Ss8q = {reie\s <r<l,9Q-n(l-s)<9<9o + 7i(l- s)}.

Such a measure ß is called a Carleson measure, and such sets S are called

Carleson sets. The necessity of this geometric condition is easily shown by the
proper choice of a function f e Hp which is suitably large on S. Carleson's

proof of the sufficiency of the geometric condition used a complicated covering

argument. Hörmander [Hö] derived a version for more general regions in C^

using a maximal function, Marcinkiewicz interpolation, and a simpler covering

argument. Using some of Hörmander ideas, Duren [D] proved that for 0 <

Pi < Pi < oo,

(ji \frdß^j P2 < c\\f\\m
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for every / e HPl if and only if

(1.1) (ßS)x'p><C'(l-s)x'p>

for every Carleson set S = Ss8o.

These results concern the Hardy spaces (here, a measure on a region is com-

pared to a measure on the boundary of the region). Other results have been

obtained concerning the (weighted) Bergman spaces (here, measures on a re-

gion are compared). For example, there is a theorem due to Hastings [Ha] for

the polydisc D^ (the product of N copies of D = B\ ) : letting m denote Haar

measure on D^, we have

l/i>2 / r \ '//>

^Jf^dß^j   '2 <c(J   \f\Pldm
•j\

for every analytic function / on DN  (0 < p\ < p2 < oo) if and only if

(ßS)x!pi<C[(l-si)---(\-sN)]2'p>

for every set S of the form S = Ss¡e0l x • • • x SSNe0N . We will refer to any

such result as a Carleson measure theorem. Cima and Wogen [CiWo] proved a

Carleson measure theorem for weighted Bergman spaces in the unit ball B^ in

C^ ; the Cima-Wogen theorem is a consequence of Luecking's general technique

[L].
The result of Duren mentioned earlier intersects some results of Hardy and

Littlewood [HL2]: if 0 < p\ < p2 < oo , a-\/p\-\/p2, and P\<q2, then

;i.2) j      j    \f(reie)\p*d9\       (\ - r)^a~x dr < C\\f\\HH

for every f € Hp* . When q2=p2, by letting dp(re'e) = d9(\ - r)"*a-xdr we

see that this is a consequence of (1.1). When q2 / p2, the expression on the

left-hand side of (1.2) is an example of a mixed norm [BP].

Inequalities of the type found in (1.2) have been extended to more general

settings by Flett [Fl]. (See also [Gr].)
It is the purpose of this paper to examine conditions on measures which

generalize the Carleson measure theorems stated above to the context of spaces

of homogeneous type in the sense of Coifman and Weiss [CW2], and to apply
those results to several interesting examples of such spaces.

In §2, the definition of a space of homogeneous type is given. This leads to

a collection of operators determined by positive kernels whose shape depends

on the quasi-metric and the doubling measure on the space. The classes of

functions of bounded ratio and horizontal bounded ratio are introduced. Then
several maximal functions analogous to those that have proved useful in other

situations are defined and some basic lemmas are stated.

Section 3 is concerned with Carleson measure theorems for nontangential

maximal functions. These results are applied in §4 to obtain Carleson measure

theorems for maximal operators which include that used by Hörmander [Hö].

In §5 we consider several examples of spaces of homogeneous type and exam-

ine some particular operators (the Poisson and Cauchy transforms). The results

of §4 may be applied to these.
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Section 6 contains results about multiplier theorems for some of the exam-

ple spaces of §5, and in §7, the question of necessary conditions for Carleson

measures is briefly examined.
Regarding notation, we write / ~ g if f/g lies between two positive con-

stants for all values of the variables on which / and g depend. Constants will

usually be denoted by C, and may vary from line to line. If C depends on

parameters a, b, ... , we may write C = C(a, b, ...). The end of a proof
will be denoted by D.

2. Spaces of homogeneous type and the class BR

We first summarize known results about spaces of homogeneous type and

introduce the functions of bounded ratio and horizontal bounded ratio. Good

references for spaces of homogeneous type are [CW1, CW2]. We begin with a

number of definitions.

A quasi-metric on a set X is a nonnegative function p defined onlxi

that satisfies p(x, y) = 0 if and only if x = y, p(x, y) = p(y, x) for each

x, y £ X, and there is some constant C such that

p(x, y) < C[p(x, z) + p(z, y)]

for each x, y, z £ X . The smallest such constant C is denoted by Cp . Note

that Cp > 1. Let B(x, r) = {y £ X\p(x, y) < r}; such a set is called a
quasi-ball with center at x .

A set function a defined on the quasi-balls is said to be doubling if there is

a constant C such that

0<a(B(x,2r))<Ca(B(x,r))

for every x £ X and r > 0. The smallest such constant C is denoted by Ca

and is called the doubling constant for a .

A quasi-metric space X is a Hausdorff topological space on which there
is defined a quasi-metric p so that for each x £ X the quasi-balls B(x, r)

form a base for the open sets at x. In addition, X is said to be a space of

homogeneous type if for each C > 0 there is a number L = L(C) so that if
B(x\ ,r), ... , B(xk , r) are disjoint subsets of B(x, Cr), then k < L [CW1].

If X is a quasi-metric space, and if there is Borel measure a on X that is
doubling then it follows that X is a space of homogeneous type [CW1, p. 67].

In the sequel we will assume that (X, p, a) is a space of homogeneous type

determined by a quasi-metric p and a doubling measure a . This is, in fact, the

definition of a space of homogeneous type that is given in [CW2]. The constants

Cp and C„ are called the constants of X.

The following notation will be used. Let X+ - X x R+ = {(x, r)\x £

X, r > 0}. If B = B(x, r), let B = B(x, 2r), B* = B(x, 3C2r), T(B) =
{(y,s)\p(x,y)+s<r}, and IB = [0, 2r\. Note that T(B) c B x IB c T(B').
Although the Carleson set in C1 is B x IB , T(B) will be more useful in what

follows.
A positive function F on X+ is said to be of bounded ratio if there is

a constant AF such that for every z £ X and / > 0, F(x, r) < AF(y,s)

whenever (x, r), (y, s) £ B(z, t) x [t, 2t]. Denote the collection of all such

functions by BR. A positive function F on X+ is said to be of horizontal

bounded ratio if there is a constant Af such that for every t > 0, F(x, t) <
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AFF(y, t) whenever p(x ,y)<t. Denote the collection of all such functions

by HBR.
Note that BR is contained in HBR. Most of the examples we will examine

will be in BR, but most of the applications will concern HBR. The classes BR

and HBR are both stable under most operations. In particular they are closed

under addition, multiplication by positive scalars, lattice operations, and raising

to any power, positive or negative. By Harnack's inequality, a familiar example

of a function in BR is a positive harmonic function in the upper half plane

in R2. In this case the sets B(x, r) x [r, 2r] are roughly the same as the

pseudo-hyperbolic balls and it is useful to think of them in this sense.

In general, for fixed w £ X, the function Fw defined by Fw(x, r) =

p(x, w) + r is in BR, a fact which will be exploited often. Another useful

example is the function G defined by G(x, r) = a(B(x, r)). There are many

more interesting examples of functions in BR. We now construct some of them.

Let

Ct= sup -"f£'2t:'>.
(x,r)€X+   o(B(x,r))

Note that Ck < Ck .

An admissible function is a function <I>: R+ —► [0, 1] satisfying

1(a) O(0) = 1 and <D(1)>0,
1 (b) <I> is monotone decreasing, and

1(c) ¿ZkCk<î>(2k)<œ.
It follows directly from the properties of an admissible function that

®(l)o(B(x, 0) < / *(p{x, z)lt)do(z)
JX

oo

< a(B(x, t)) + ^<D(2¿)ct(5(x, 2k+xt))

k=0

<Ca(B(x,t))

uniformly in x and t, so that if we define

®(p(x,y)/t)
K,(x,y) =

jx<t>(p(x,z)/t)da(z)'

then

2(a) Jx Kt(x, y)da(y) = 1 for each x and t,
2(b) Kt(x, y) > 0 for each x, y , and t, and
2(c) Kt(x, y) ~ Q>(p(x, y)/t)/a(B(x, t)) uniformly in x, y, and t,

It also follows from 1 (c) that
2(d) lim,_o sup^* ¡{p(Xiy)>t} Kt(x, y) da(y) = 0 for each e > 0.

From 2(a) and 2(b) it follows that if we write

Xg(x,t)= I Kt(x,y)g(y)da(y),
Jx

then for 1 < p < oo , \\JFg(-, t)\\p < \\g\\p for every g £ LP(a). Furthermore,

letting

*g{x,t)=      sup      ^¿^
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and

J? g(x) = sup
Sb Iglda

x€B    a(B)

it is straightforward to show that \Jig(x, t)\ < C^g(x, t) < CJtg(x). The

maximal function ^fg is essentially the one introduced by Hörmander [Hö] and

the maximal function Jfg is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function relative

to a [S]. Since a is a doubling measure, it is well known that Jl is weak-type

(1,1) and strong type (p, p) for each 1 < p < oo. (See [S].)

More generally, if f is a Borel measure on X+ with v(T(B)) > 0 for each

quasi-ball B, let

%?vf(x, t) -     sup
It(b) l/ldv

(x,t)€T(B)     V{T(B))

Such maximal functions have been considered by Békollé [B]. Note that %?v =

X for v(E) = o(Er\(Xx{0})).
For a > 0, let Ta(x, r) = {(y, s)\p(x, y) < a(s - r)} , an "upward pointing

cone" with vertex at (x, r). Note that (y, s) £ Ti (x, r) if and only if (x, r) £

T(B(y, s)). For F: X+ —> R+, define the two maximal functions F* and

JVaF on X+ by

F*(x, r) = supir(x, s)
s>r

and

jVaF(x,r)=       sup      F(y,s).
(y,s)€ra(x,r)

For each X > 0, {J^F > A} is open in X+, and for each t > 0 and

each X > 0, {^F(-, t) > A} is open in X. Moreover, (JVaF)* = jVaF and

(A,F)P = yya(Fp). Also note that JTaF < CF* for F £ HBR, and F < JTaF
for lower semicontinuous F .

When X = Rd and />(x,)>) = \x - y\, JVaF is the usual nontangential

maximal function on X. When X - Rd and p(x ,y) — \x- y\2 , jVaF is the
maximal function used by Bañuelos and Moore [BM] in their study of solutions

of the heat equation.
The following facts will prove to be useful in what follows.

Lemma 2.1. Suppose that <5> is an admissible function and that there is a constant

C such that O(i) < CQ>(2t) for every t £ R+ .
(a) If w £ X is fixed and if fw(x, r) = 0(p(x, w)/r), then /„, e BR, and

there is a constant C = C'(C, Cp, Q>) such that Afw < C for each w .

(b) If w £ X is fixed and if Fw(x, r) - Kr(x, w), then Fw £ BR, and there
is a constant C = C'(C, CP,Q>) such that AFw < C for each w .

(c) If f is a nonnegative Borel measurable function on X and if F(x, r) =

5?f(x, r), then FeBR.

(d) // / is a Borel measurable function on X+ , if 0 < v(T(B)) < C'v(T(B))

for each quasi-ball B, and if F(x, r) = %?vf(x, r), then F £ BR.
(e) // F £ BR and if Fr defined for r > 0 by Fr(x) = F(x, r) is Borel

measurable, then F(x, 2r) < AFCa^'Fr(x, r) for each x and r.

Proof. Fix an integer k = k(Cp) satisfying 2C2 + Cp + 2 < 2k .
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To prove (a), fix (z, t) £ X+ and suppose that (x, r), (y, s) e B(z, t) x

[t, 2t] (so p(x,y) < 2Cpt < 2Cps). Then

fw(x, r) = <t>(p(x, w)/r) < ®(p(x, w)/2t)

< <&(p(x, w)/2s) < C®(p(x, w)/s).

We now consider three cases. First, if p(x, w) > p(y, w), then Q>(p(x, w)/s)

< <&(p(y,w)/s), hence fw(x, r) < Cfw(y,s). Second, if s < p(x, w) <

p(y,w), then

p(y, w) < Cp[p(x, y) + p(x, w)] < Cp[2CpS + p(x, w)]

<Cp(2Cp+ l)p(x,w)<2kp(x,w),

so 4>(p{x,w)/s) < Ck^(p(y,w)/s), hence fw(x, r) < Ck+Xfw(y, s). Third,
if p(x ,w)<s and p(x, w) < p(y, w), then

p(y, w) < Cp[p(x, y) + p(x, w)] < Cp(2Cp + l)s < 2ks,

so

<S>(p(x,w)/s) < <D(0) = 1 < ^yO(2^) < ^r)0(p(y,w)/s),

hence fw(x, r) < Ck+Xfw(y,s)/<Í>(1).
Statement (b) is an immediate consequence of (a).   Fix (z, t) £ X+ and

suppose that (x, r), (y, s) £ B(z, t) x [t, 2t]. Then

®(p(x,w)/r) fw(x,r)
Fw(x, r) = Kr(x, w) =

L <D(/?(x, z)/r) da(z)     J fz(x, r) da(z)

- ¡x(C>)-xfz{y,s)do(z)-[L)tw[y>s)-

We prove (c) using (b). Fix (z, t) £ X+ and suppose that (x, r), (y, s) £

B(z, t)x[t, It]. Then

F(x, r) - 3Tf(x ,r)= f Kr(x, w)f(w) da(w)
Jx

= / Fw(x,r)f(w)da(w)< I AFwFw(y, s)f(w)da(w)
Jx Jx

< [ CFw(y,s)f(w)da(w) = C'F(y,s).
Jx

To prove (d), fix (z, t) £ X+ and suppose that (x, r), (y, s) £ B(z, t) x

[t, 2t] (so p(x, y) < 2Cpt). Suppose that B0 = B0(z0, t0) satisfies (x, r) £

T(Bo), i.e., p(z0,x) + r <t0. Then

p(z0, y) + s < Cp[p(z0, x) + p(x ,y)] + s< Cp[t0 + 2Cpt] + s

<(2C2p + Cp + 2)to<2kto,

so that Bk = Bk(z0, 2kt0) satisfies (y, s) £ T(Bk), and thus

friR \ l/l du , \T,R n l/l du

The result follows.
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Finally, to prove (e), for every y £ B = B(x, r), F(x, 2r) < AFF(y, r) -

AFFr(y), and thus

F(x, 2r) < AF^ Frda < AF ***f° < AFCa%fFr(x, r).   D
a(ti) a(B)/Ca

The following "covering lemma" contains some known facts about spaces of
homogeneous type.

Lemma 2.2. (a) If ¿% is a family of quasi-balls with bounded radius, then there

is a countable disjoint family of quasi-balls {Bn} contained in ¿$ so that for

each B £ 38, there is a B„ so that B c B*n .
(b) For each r > 0, there is a countable family of quasi-balls {B(xn , r)} so

that the family {B(x„ , r/2Cp)} is disjoint, X = \Jn B(x„ , r), and the family is
maximal with respect to this property.

(c) There is a constant L — L(CP), independent of r, so that J2n Xb(x„ r)< L

on X.

Proof. Statement (a) is Lemma 3 in [Cal], and (b) is implicit in that proof.
Finally, (c) follows from the maximality of the family since X is a space of

homogeneous type.   D

3. Carleson measure theorems for nontangential maximal functions

We shall say that a function ß defined on the Borel sets of X+ satisfies

condition H if ß is nonnegative, countably subadditive, and ß(En) -* ß(E)

whenever {En} is a sequence of Borel sets with En ç En+l and E = \JnEn.

These conditions on ß are quite similar to those assumed by Hörmander [Hö].

Note that they are satisfied whenever ß is a Borel measure or a capacity [Fu].

The utility of such generalization will be seen in Corollary 3.2. The proof of
Theorem 3.1 is similar to the proof of the Carleson measure theorem due to

Stein [S].

Theorem 3.1. (a) Suppose that ß satisfies condition H, that v is a Borel mea-

sure on X+, and that
ß(T(B')) < v(T(B))

for every quasi-ball B. Then ß({JV\F > A}) < v({jVCpF > À}) for every A > 0.
(b) Suppose that ß satisfies condition H and that tp defined by

,,  , ß(T(B))
<j)(x) = sup ** ■   y   ''

x€B     O(B)

is locally integrable with respect to a, and let dv = 4>do. Then there is a

constant C = C(CP) such that ß({AF > ¿}) < Cv({jrCpF(-, 0) > A}) for
every A > 0.

Proof. To prove (a), fix b, c > 0, set G(x, r) = min{¿>, J/¡F(x, r)}/(l + er),

and suppose that G(x, r) > A. Then r < b/cA and J/[F(x, r) > A. So if
3§ — {B(x, r)\G(x, r) > A} then from Lemma 2.2(a), there is a countable

disjoint subfamily {B„} of 3§ such that each B in 3§ is in some B'. Then

{G>A}c\JnT(B'n),so

ß({G > A}) < "£ß(T(B'n)) < £ v(T(Bn)) = v f \J T(Bn)) .
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If B„ = B(x„ , r„) and (y, s) e T(B„), then (xn , rn) £ Yx(y, s), so Ti(xn, rn)

c TCp(y, s). Consequently, Jc„F(y, s) > -AF(xn ,rn)> A, and so Un T(Bn)

c {^0,^ > A} ; thus ß({G > A}) < v({jVCpF > A}). To complete the proof of
(a), let b —► oo and c —► 0 and use condition Í7.

To prove (b), first note that if x e B, then

ß(T(B*)) < <p(x)o(B') < C<t>(x)o(B)

since a is a doubling measure. Integrating both sides of this inequality over B

gives ß(T(B*)) < Cv(B) = Cv'(T(B)), where v'(E) = v(E n(ix {0})). It
follows from (a) that

ß({JT,F > A}) < Cv'({JfCpF > A}) = Cu({yyCpF(-, 0) > A}),

and this completes the proof of (b).   D

The condition 4>(x) < C is the original condition assumed by Carleson. The
more general assumption made in (b) was introduced by Fefferman and Stein

[FS].
The first corollary of Theorem 3.1 is related to the result of Duren that was

mentioned in the introduction.

Corollary 3.2. Let 1 < p < oo. Suppose that ß and v are Borel measures on

X+ such that (p(T(B*)))x/p < v(T(B)) for every quasi-ball B. Then there is a

constant C = C(p) such that

Vp
(j(AF)pdß\      <CJ   yrcpFdv

for every nonnegative function F defined on X+ .

Proof. Since p > 1, ßxlp also satisfies the hypotheses of the set function in

Theorem 3.1. Consequently,

/ (JfxF)pdß=p TAp-xp({JfxF>A})dA
Jx+ Jo

(\ poo ^

Y,  2k(ß({Jr\F>2k}))xlp

k=—oo

<ci ¿ 2ku({yrcpF>2k})\   <C^J^CfFduJ ,

as claimed.   D

It follows immediately from Corollary 3.2 and the remarks preceding Lemma

2.1 that
Up

(JFpdß\     <C j  F*du

for every lower semicontinuous F £ BR. Corollary 3.3 and Theorem 3.4 will

imply analogous statements for such functions F. Corollary 3.3 is related to

the result of Flett that was mentioned in the introduction.
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Corollary 3.3. Let 1 < p < oo. Suppose that ß, y, and v are Borel measures

on X, R+, and X+ respectively and that

(ß(B-))xlpy(I~.)<v(T(B))

for every quasi-ball B. Then

j + n(AF)pdß\   " dy < j  JTc,Fdv.

Proof. Assume that p > 1, since the case p = 1 is covered by Corollary 3.2.

There is a function G defined on X+ such that for each r > 0,

( f (AF(x, r))p dß(x)\     = Í JTxF(x, r)G(x, r) dß(x)

and Jx Gp'(x, r) dß(x) = 1, where p' is the index conjugate to p. Let dß =

Gdßdy. Then ß(T(B')) < (ß(B*))xlpy(I~,) < v(T(B)) for every x £ B. So

from Theorem 3.1,

J  ^(AFYdß^J "dy = ¡x+AFdß < j jrCfFdv,

as desired.   D

The next result deals with inequalities involving mixed norm spaces on both

sides. It does not require a covering argument of the type that was used in
Theorem 3.1.

Theorem 3.4. Let a, k > 1 and ß > 0. Suppose that ß, A, v, and y are Borel
measures on X, R+ , X, and R+ respectively and that

(ß(B(x,r/2)))n\r, 2r] < (v(B(x, r/4)))^(y[r/8, r/4])K

for each x £ X and r > 0. Then there is a constant C = C(CP, a, ß) such

that

for every nonnegative function F defined on X+ .

Proof. For each integer n, let J„ = (2~n~x, 2~n], and let L be the con-

stant and {Bnk}k the family of balls of radius 2~n~2 whose existence and

properties are guaranteed by Lemma 2.2. Let cnk denote the center of Bnk .

Note that if (x, r) £ Bnk x Jn, then Tx(x, r) c TCp(cnk, 2~n~2), so that

JfxF(x, t) < yVc„F(cnk, 2-"-2).   Also note that if jc € B(cnk , 2~"-3), then
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Tc,{cHk, 2-"~2) c Tcj(x, 2-»"3). Then

o / \   ß

LXIx{^xFTdii) dÀ-^l v^Sb {AFrdfi)dx

^ E [E^F(cnk , 2-"-2)rß(Bnk)\   A(Jn)

^ E lEW,F(cnk , 2-"-2)r(u(B(cnk , 2-""3))H   (y(Jn+3))K

ï   E   Y,^cpF(cnk , 2-n-2)v(B(cnk , 2-""3)) y(Jn+3)

< W/' yycjF(x,2-^)YJXB(
n    \JX k

(since a, k > 1)

\ aß/K

,k,2--i){x)dv J       y(/n+3)

<La'

as claimed.   D

lM/^iv) "'

The next theorem will be useful in the next section in tying together the

earlier results.

Theorem 3.5. Suppose that p and v are Borel measures on X+ and that 0 <
u((T(B))) and

ß(T(B')) < u((T(B)))

for every quasi-ball B. Then

MW>A})< /   \f\dv/A
Jx+

for every f £ Lx(v) and A > 0.

Proof. The proof is very much like that of Theorem 3.1. Fix 0 < N < oo and

define
It(B) l/ldv

KNf(x,r) sup
(x,r)&T(B),N>r    v(T(B))

So MfvN f increases to ß^f as N -* oo .

If %lNf(x, r) > A, then there is a quasi-ball B such that (x, r) £ T(B),
radB < N, and v(T(B)) < ¡T{B)\f\du/A. Let & denote the collection of

all such balls and extract a countable disjoint subset {Bn} such that {T(B')}

covers {ST* f > A} . Then

H{{*vNf > A}) < J2ß(T(B'n)) <J2u(T(Bn))

<E/      \ndvß< i   \f\dv/A
„  Jt(b„) Jx+>T(Bn) JX+

since the sets T(B„) are disjoint. Now let JV-»oo to complete the proof.   D
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4. Applications

We now will apply the results of §3 to obtain inequalities estimating the rate

of growth of rather general classes of functions by dominating them by members

of HBR and using the results that we have already obtained. The choices made

here by no means exhaust all of the applications.

Theorem 4.1. Let 1 < p < oo. Suppose that ß and v are Borel measures on

X+ and that 0<u((T(B))) and

ß(T(B')) < u((T(B)))

for every quasi-ball B. Then there is a constant C = C(p) such that

[ (ßKF)pdß<C f  Fpdv
Jx* Jx*

for every nonnegative Borel measurable function F on X+.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.5 and the Marcinkiewicz interpolation

theorem.   D

Theorem 4.2. Let 1 < p < q < oo.

(a) Suppose that ß and v are Borel measures on X+ and that (p(T(B)))plq <

v(T(B)) and 0 < v(T(B)) < Cv(T(B)) for every quasi-ball B. Then there is
a constant C = C'(C, p, q) such that

( f (%*VF)«dß\     <C f  Fpdu

for every nonnegative Borel measurable function F on X+.

(b) Suppose that ß, y, and v are Borel measures on X, R+, and X+ re-

spectively and that 0 < v(T(B)) < Cv(T(B)) and (ß(B))p/«y(IB) < v(T(B))
for every quasi-ball B. Then there is a constant C = C'(C, p, q) such that

[   ([(JKFYdß)     dy<C Í  Fpdv

for every nonnegative Borel measurable function F on X+ .

Proof. To prove (a), note that (ß?vF)p is in BR by Lemma 2.1(d) and is lower

semicontinuous on X+ . Moreover, (%¡,F)* = %?VF . Consequently,

(ß^Ff < (jyxKF)q =J\{XIF)9

and

(¿rCf(¿KF))p < c((ßZF)py = c(XF)p.

So from Corollary 3.2 and Theorem 4.1 it follows that

(ßrvFfdß\   < ̂ JjA(KF)pyipdß}

<C [  yrc(J%F)pdv<C f  (ßTvF)pdv<c(   Fpdv.
Jx* Jx* Jx*

The proof of (b) is similar, using Corollary 3.3.   D
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Both Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 yield inequalities for operators determined by

admissible functions, since, as we have seen earlier, these are dominated by the

Hörmander operator.

Before we proceed it will be necessary to recall some definitions.

Fix 0 < p < 1. A /7-atom a is a Borel measurable function on X whose

suppose is contained in a quasi-ball B and which satisfies Jxada = 0 and

|a| < (a(B))~xlp . The space H¡tom is defined by

^atora = \ E^"u"   eaCn  a"   ^S a   l"at0m ana"   E l^"l < °° (   '
In n J

with the norm of a function / 6 Hxtom defined to be the infimum of £„ |A„|

over all representations / = £}„ Anan . The definition of Hptom for 0 < p < 1 is

more complicated. See [CW2] for the definition of these spaces and a discussion

of their applications and importance.

Recall that

Lk =      SUP      --z--rr—.
(x,r)kx*   o(B(x,r))

Theorem 4.3. Let M and m be positive constants and let M/(M+m) <p < 1.

Suppose that sup*. Ck2~kM < oo, that Kt(x, y) is defined for each t £ R+ and

each x, y £ X, and that Kt(x, •) £ L2(a) for each t £ R+ and each x £ X.
Moreover, suppose that there is a constant C such that for each z £ X,

whenever p(y, z) < R and p(x, z) > 2CPR and that

IK W)lb(*) < cwfWm»)
for every f £ L2(a). Then there is a constant C = C'(C, Cp , M, m, p) so

that

IK(^)lli^) < C
for every p-atom a.

Hypotheses of the sort imposed on K,(x, y) have been considered by [AB,

RT].

Proof. Let

Fix any p-atom a, so that the support of a is contained in some ball B =
B(z,R), with |a| < (a(B))~xlp . Then

/ (JVa(J?a))p da
JB(z, 1CPR)

<[( (jVa(Jta))2da\     (a(B(z,2CpR)))x-p>2
\Jb(z,2C,,R) )

< C\\a\\p2(a(B(z, 2CpR)))x~p'2 < C.
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Next, since Jx a da = 0,

\Xa(x ,01=1/ [Kt(x, y) - Kt(x, z)]a(y) da(y)
\Jx

<CG(x, t) f \a\da
Jx

if x i B(z,2CpR) and so \Xa(x,t)\ < C(a(B))x~xlpG(x, t). Note that

G is in BR, so J"aG < AGG*, and jra{3Fa){x, 0) < C(a(B))x~xlpG*(x, 0)

whenever p(x, z) > 2CPR.

Choose k so that 2kCpR < p(x, z) < 2k+xCpR, so B(z,2k+XCPR) c

B(x, 2k+2C2R). We now use this to show that

G(x, t) < C/2kma(B(z,2k+xCpR)).

Two cases will be considered: t > 2kCpR and t < 2kCpR.

If t > 2kCpR, then B(z, 2k+xCpR) C B(x, 4Cpt). So

G(x, t) < C/2kma(B(z,2k+xCpR)).

On the other hand, if t < 2kCpR, choose / so that 2k-'-xCpR < t < 2k~lCpR.

Then B(z,2k+XCPR) c B(x, 2MCpt), so

a(B(z, 2k+xCpR)) < CCi<j(B(x, t)).

Also,

írr1+ííi^vM-"<(ír  •^T=< c(Ry_r
t)    \ t     ) - \t J    (p(x,z))M+m - 2km+lM'

So in this case too,

cc c
G(X' l) - 2^+'Ma(B(z,2k+xCpR)) ~ 2k»>o(B(z, 2k+lCpR))'

Hence we obtain

/ G*pdo = Yj¡ G*p(x)da(x)
Jx\B(z,2CpR) k=l J{li'CpRKpix,z)<2^C„R}

oo

< C^2-^m(T(5(z, 2k+xCpR))x~p

k=\
oo

< C(rj(5))1-p^C^p2-^m < C(a(B))x~p

k=\

since M/(M + m) < p < 1. So \jra(3?d)\p < C .   U

The following corollaries are immediate consequences of Theorem 4.3 and
Corollaries 3.2 and 3.3. In both, J? denotes a kernel satisfying the hypotheses
of Theorem 4.3.

Corollary 4.4. Let M and m be positive constants, let M/(M + m) < p < 1,

and let a > 1. Suppose that sup^ Ck2~kM < oo, that ß is a Borel measure

on X+, and that (ß(T(B)))l/a < a(B) for every quasi-ball B. Then there is a
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constant C = C(CP, M, m, p, a) such that

[ (jrx(3?a))padß<C
Jx*

for every p-atom a.

Proof. Apply Corollary 3.2 to the measure v defined on X+ by v(E) = o(EC\

(X x {0})). Then

/ (J/i(3?a))padß= / ((Jirx(3?ä))p)adß
Jx* Jx*

<C /  (JVCp(5?a))p dv < C
Jx*

by Theorem 4.3.   D

Corollary 4.5. Let M and m be positive constants, let M/(M + m) < p < 1,

and let p < q < oo. Suppose that supfc Ck2~kM < oo, that ß and y areBorel

measures on X and R+ respectively, and that (ß(B))plqy(IB) < o(B) for every

quasi-ball B. Then there is a constant C = C(CP, M, m, p, q) such that

\p/q
jR+(jxW(^a))q dp)   dy<c

for every p-atom a.

The proof uses Corollary 3.3 and is similar to that of Corollary 4.4.
Theorem 4.2(a) and Corollary 4.4 extend Duren's result, and Theorem 4.2(b)

and Corollary 4.5 extend the results of Flett and Hardy-Littlewood mentioned

in the introduction.

Theorem 4.6. Let 1 < p < oo, a, k > 1, and ß > 0. Suppose that ß, A, and
y are Borel measures on X, R+ , and R+ respectively and that

(ß(B(x,r))YA[r, 2r] < C(a(B(x, r)))^(y[r/S, r/A]f

for every x £ X and r > 0. Then there is a constant

C' = C'(C,Cp,Ca,p,a,ß)

such that

L (//"*)'dk é A"*'c \L {S/'d°Y* d>

for every Borel measurable function F £ BR.
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Proof. We have

< Aa/pC Í   (f (%?Frl2(x, r/2))ap dß(x)\   dA(r)   by Lemma 2.1(e)

\L (lx^c^Fr/2(x,r/2))pda(x)J   * dy(r)\< Aa/pC

< Aa/pC

by Theorem 3.4

j^ (J(*F„2(x, r/2))p da(x)J      dy(r)

< AfpC U   y^Fr/2(x))pda(x)y   K dy(r)

< Aa/"C LU/"")  *

since JÍ is strong type (p, p)

since F £ BR.

This completes the proof.   D

5. Examples

We give several examples of spaces of homogeneous type and of interest-

ing kernels associated with them, and make the connections with the results

obtained earlier.

Example la. Here X = Rd , p is Euclidean distance, and a is Lebesgue mea-

sure. Then Cp = 1 and Ck = 2kd . Thus if N > d, then <D(i) = (1 + t2)~N'2 is
admissible and satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2.1 and Theorems 4.1 and 4.2.

In particular, if N = d+\, then Kt(x, y) = Pt(x, y) = cdt(t2 + \x-y\2)-^d+x^2 ,

which is the Poisson kernel for Rd . This kernel satisfies the hypothesis of The-

orem 4.3 with M = d + 1 and m = 1. Since P\f\ £ BR, Jfa(Pf)(x,Q) <
C(P\f\)*(x, 0) < CJif(x), so J^(Pf) is L2-bounded.

Example lb. Here again, X = Rd and a is Lebesgue measure, but now p is

given by p(x ,y) = \x — y\2 . Then <D(i) = e~' is admissible and is dominated

by (1 + s)~N for any N. The resulting kernel Kt is the reproducing kernel

for solutions of the heat equation in R++1 and it satisfies the hypothesis of

Theorem 4.3 with any M > d and m =1/2. Since \3tf\ < CP\f\, jra{%"/)
is L2-bounded.

A good reference for these kernels is [SW].

Example 2. Here X is the unit sphere in Rd, p is Euclidean distance, and

a is rotation invariant measure. Then a(B(x, r)) ~ rd-\ and Ck ~ 2*(rf-1).

Thus if N > d - 1, then i>(f) = (1 + t)~"  is admissible and satisfies the
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hypotheses of Lemma 2.1. In particular, if N = d, then Kt(x, y) ~ Pr(x, y) =

cd(\ - r2)\rx - y\~d where r = 1 - t, which is the Poisson kernel for X. It

satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3 with M = d and m = 1. The L2-
boundedness of J^(Pf) follows as before. For details, see [SW].

Example 3. Here X is the unit sphere in Cd, p is the nonisotropic metric

defined by p(x,y) — |1 - (x,y)\xl2 (where (x,y) = J2xkyk), and a is
rotation invariant measure. Then a(B(x, r)) ~ r2d and Ck ~ 22kd. Thus

if N > 2d, then 4>(¿) = (1 + t)~N is admissible and satisfies the hypothe-
ses of Lemma 2.1. In particular, if N = 4d, then Kt(x,y) ~ Pr(x,y) =

cd(\ - r2)d\\ - r(x, y)\~2d where r2 + t2 = 1, which is the invariant Poisson

kernel. It satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 4.3 with M — 4d+ 1 and m = 1 .
The L2-boundedness of JVa(Pf) follows as before.

The kernel Ct(x, y) = cd( 1 - r(x, y))~d is the Cauchy kernel. It is complex-

valued, and \Ct(x, -)\ is not uniformly integrable, but the hypotheses of The-

orem 4.3 are satisfied with M — 2d + 1 and m = 1 ; the proof is very similar

to that of [R, Lemma 6.1.1]. The L2-boundedness of JaC&f) is shown in [R,
Theorem 5.6.9].

Example 4 (a Heisenberg group). Here X - R x Cd~x, and a is Lebesgue

measure on R2d~x. If we write z = (x, Ç) and w = (y, Q and let z ow =

(x + y + 23(£, C>, Í + 0 , then (X, o) is a group, and if y(z) = (|jc|2 + |£|4)1/2
and p(z, w) = y(z o w~x), then p is a quasi-metric that is invariant under

the group action. Then a(B(x, r)) ~ rd and Ck ~ 2kd. Thus if N > d,

then O(i) = (1 + t)~N is admissible and satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma

2.1. In particular, if N = 2d, then Kt(z, w) ~ Pt(z, w) where Pt(z, 0) =
cdtd(\x\2 + (t + \Ç\2)2)~d and Pt is invariant under the group action. This is
the Poisson kernel for X. The hypotheses of Theorem 4.3 are satisfied with

M = 2d and m = 1/2. The L2-boundedness of Ja(Pf) follows as in Example
2.

The Cauchy-Szegö kernel for X is given by

Ct(z, w) = cd(t + |£ - C|2 - ¿(x - y - 23<¿, Q))~d.

It satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3 with M = d and m = 1/2. The
proofs of these facts are similar to those in Example 3. A good reference is

[KV].

Example 5. Here X is the p-adic field, p is the usual metric on X, and rj is

Haar measure on X regarded as a locally compact group under addition. See [T]
for details. Then a(B(x, 2~k)) = 2~k. Thus O(x) = ^[o,i](x) is admissible

and the resulting kernel is the Poisson kernel Pk(x, y) = 2~kxB(X,2-k)(y) ■

Example 6. Here X = [0, n], p is the usual metric on X, and a is given for

A > 0 by da(x) = sinlxxdx. See [MS] for details. This space is associated
with the ultraspherical harmonics. The Poisson kernel is

Pr(6, <¡>) = n~x X(\ - r2) /   sin2A_1r[l + r2 - 2r(cos0 cos <f> + sino sinocos t)]~Á~x dt.
Jo

This kernel is not generated by a function <I> as in the other examples, but the

proof in [MS] that shows that the operator Jf determined by Pr is dominated
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by the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator may be slightly altered to show that

^ is dominated by the Hörmander maximal operator %?.

Muckenhoupt and Stein [MS] also study the Fourier-Bessel expansions for
functions on R. There is a Poisson kernel in this case that is similar to the one

described above and the same remarks pertain to it.

6. The applications and the examples

The results that have been obtained have dealt with general spaces of ho-

mogeneous type, and one might ask if they are sharp enough to yield known

results when they are applied to the examples in §5. We show that they are in

the following settings.
In Example 2, X is the unit sphere inRd , p is Euclidean distance, and a

is rotation invariant measure. The Poisson kernel is

Pr(x,y) = c(l-r2)/\rx-y\d.

If / € L2(a) and 0 < r < 1, then

Pf(x,r)^^T,c^nY„k(x)
n     k

where  {Y„k\n — 1, 2, 3, ... , k =  1, 2, 3, ... , a„}  is an orthonormal se-

quence in L2(a) (the spherical harmonics) and cnk = fx fYnkda . So

L\Pf(x,r)\2da(x) = Y.Y.\cnk\irln-
n     k

(See [SW].)

Theorem 6.1. In the setting of Example 2, let d/(d + 1) < p < 1  and let
ß = (d - 1)(1 - p/2). Then there is a constant C — C(d, p) such that

(i/v+i \ pI2

EEi^i2    *c
n=2» k=\ )

for every p-atom a.

Proof. Apply Corollary 4.5 with ß = a, q = 2, and dy(t) = t^~x dt. Then

jT   ^\Pa(x,r)\2da(xfj      dy(r) < C.

The conclusion follows immediately from this and the remark preceding the

statement of the theorem.   G

An immediate corollary of this result is a sufficient condition for a sequence

to multiply Hptom into lp .

Corollary 6.2. In the setting of Example 2, let d /(d + 1 ) < p < 1. Suppose that
there is a constant C and a doubly indexed set of constants {w„k}nk suchthat

2N+l   a.

EEw/(1~p/2,^C2_iV(</~1)
n=2» k=\
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for every JVeN. Then there is a constant C - C'(d, p) such that

EEK^r<c
n     k

for every p-atom a.

Proof. By Holder's inequality,

oo    /V+l    a. \P/2   /2"+l    a„

EEk^ip -- E E Ei^i2      E Ek*ip/(1-W2)
n     k N=\   \n=2» k=l ) \n=2>* k=\

The proof is completed by applying Theorem 6.1.   G

In particular, when p = 1, this implies that

EEm/^-^c
n     k

for every 1-atom, and consequently that this is true for every function in HxXom .

This is an extension of Hardy's inequality [HL1].

Similar considerations apply to the next example.

In Example 3, X is the unit sphere in C¿, p is the nonisotropic metric,

and a is rotation invariant measure. If z £ X and r > 0, then cë'a(z, r) =

^2acar^za/\\za\\l for any p-atom a, where ca = ¡xa(w)wada(w) for any

multi-index a. Now, {za/||zQ||2} is an orthonormal sequence, so if ba —

ca/||z«||2,then £J¿>a|2r2H = Jx\&a(x, r)\2 da(x).
The same ideas that were involved in the proof of Theorem 6.1 and Corollary

6.2 prove the following results.

Theorem 6.3. In the setting of Example 3, let (2d + \)/(2d + 2) < p < 1 and
ß = d(l -p/2). Then there is a constant C = C(d, p) such that

N=l

for every p-atom a.

Thus if

£    K|^1-^2'<C2-M,
2"<|a|<2w+'

then 53a \waba\p < oo for every p-atom a . Again, when p = 1, this yields an

extension of Hardy's inequality.

7. Necessary conditions for Carleson measures

It is natural to inquire if the conditions that were sufficient in the Carleson

measure theorems are also necessary. The next theorem, a converse to Theorem
4.1, is typical of what may be proved along these lines.

Theorem 7.1. Let 0 < p < oo. Suppose that ß and v are Borel measures on
X+ such that

0 < v(T(B)) < Cv(T(B))
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for every quasi-ball B and

/ (KF)"dß< f  Fpdv
Jx* Jx*

for every bounded measurable F £ BR. Then there is constant C = C'(C, p)
so that

ß(T(B)) < Cv(T(B))

for every quasi-ball B.

Proof. Fix y £ X and s > 0 and define F(x, r) — (s + r + p(x, y))~M where

M will be chosen later. If (x, t) £ T(B(y, s)) then

T(B(y,s)) V  ^ 7-M„-M

^^Z't)^u(T(B(y,s)))^2     S

and for large enough M,

f  F"du= / F" du + V /
Jx* Jt(B(v,s)) ,,_nJT(B(y,2M

Fpdv
>T(B(y,s)) k~r()JT(B(y,2Ms))\T(B(y,2^))

<Cs-Mpu(T(B(y,s))).

Combining these two facts completes the proof.   D

There are similar converse results for Corollaries 3.2 and 3.3 and Theorems
3.4 and 4.2. These may be obtained using the same ideas and the same functions

that were used in Theorem 7.1.

In the proof of Theorem 7.1 it was possible to use a smaller collection of test

functions than the set of functions for which Theorem 4.1 holds true. In specific

examples, it may not be immediately clear which test functions to choose. For
example, the analytic functions are an adequate class of test functions in the

original Carleson measure theorem [Car], and it is reasonable to expect that
they will also be adequate if X is the unit sphere in Cd. If X is formed

into a space of homogeneous type as in Example 3 of §5, then Hörmander [Hö]

showed that the analytic functions are indeed an adequate test class, but he also
showed that if X is made into a space of homogeneous type as in Example 2

of §5, then they are not, but the harmonic functions are. Thus, determining

the right collection to serve as a test class poses some interesting problems. The

next theorem is one example of what may be done in this direction.

Theorem 7.2. Let a > 0, ß > 0, and c > -1. Suppose that ß and y are Borel

measures on Rd and R+ respectively and that

JJ^JjF(x,r)\adß(x)^   dy(r)

<j\\\F(x,r)\2dx\      fdy(r)

for every harmonic function F.  Then there is a constant C = C(d, a, ß, c)

such that
(ß(B(x, r)))^y([0, r]) < Cr^d^+C+X

for every x £ Rd and r > 0.
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Proof. Fix ô > 0 and for k £ Z let Qk = {x £ Rd\ \xx - 2kô\ < ô, \x2\ <
ô, ... , \xd\ < ô} . Then {Qk} is a disjoint family of cubes of side length ô,

and

XQk(x) = Ce~2ikSx> ̂ ^- ■ • • ̂ ^ = Ce-2ikôx>H(x),
xx xd

so if <j>(x) = ¿Zk=o(k)(-VkXQk(x), then 4>(x) = CH(x)(\ - e-ms*Y . Con-
sequently, if F(x, r) = P(f)(x, r), then F is harmonic and

/  \F(x,r)\2dx = C / e~2rM\H(x)\2\l - e2iSxi\2p dx
Jw Jw

= C [ e-2rW\H(x)\2\sinSxx\2pdx.
Jw

Now,

(1) / e~2r^\H(x)\2\sinôxx\2pdx < Côd,
Jvf

Í e-2rM\H(x)\2\sinôxx\2pdx
J\\x\<US}

<c    j"s>nr»\*#r* ¿

(2)
(Í X2

(j^-2rxd-^\j^dxy

r CS2d+2p/rd+2p   ifS<r

-\Côd ifô>r,

and

(3) / e-2r^\H(x)\2\sinôxx\2pdx<Côde-2r/s.
J(\x\>im

Let

/•oo   /   /• \<*PI¿

<   /      /   \F\2dx)       rcdr + C / \F\2dx)       rcdr
Jo    \J-R<I ) J&      \J\x\<\/S I

(\ aßß

(        \F\2dx\       rcdr
J\x\>\¡& j

= IX+I2 + h.

Then ^ < Côa^l2+C+X by (1), h < Côa^d^2 j¡° e~a^ârc dr = Côal*d'2+C+X

by (3), and I2 < Côa^2p+2d^2 ¿°° r'-^+W2 dr = Côa^/2+c+x by (2) if p is

chosen large enough so that aß(d + 2p)/2 > c + 1. Thus / < CoaPd¡2+c+l.
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Next we claim that there is a constant A suchthat \F(x, r)\ > 1/2 if \x\ <Aô

and r < AS . From this and the hypothesis of the theorem it follows that

y([0, AO))(ß(B(0, AS)))aß < C3aßd'2+C+X.

To prove the claim, note that

\-F(x,r) = \-( Pr(x,y)dy-Yj(P\-\)k f Pr(x,y)dy
JQo t^l \KJ JQk

= /      Pr(x,y)dy-Yi(l)(-^k f prix,y)dy.
J*d\Qo iTi Ve' J&

But if k > 1, then Qk c Rd\ßo, so |1 -F(x,r)\ < 2P¡^^Pr(x, y)dy.

Now it easy to see that if ô > 0, A < 1/2, \x\ < Aô, and |r| < AS, then
L\>áPr(x, y)dy < CdA, so 11 — F(x, r)\ < 1/2 for sufficiently small A, and

hence \F(x, r)\ > 1/2 if \x\ < Aô and r < AS. This completes the proof of
Theorem 7.2.   G
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